
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of analyst, analytics. To join our growing team, please review the list
of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for analyst, analytics

Monitor automated reports from data warehouse and escalate issues to
Manager or BI team as appropriate
Partner with Merchandise and store teams to ensure data requirements for
reporting are met
Examines data and identifies trends and issues following pre-defined business
processes
Leverages diverse data sources from across ClinOps and uses cutting-edge
analytical tools and approaches to inform strategy of the entire ClinOps
organization
Partner with HR leaders and teams to create metrics and scorecards related
to talent acquisition, talent development, performance management, total
rewards, workforce planning, diversity and inclusion, succession planning,
turnover, and HR budgeting and finances
Assess current gaps in reporting and build dashboards and self-service
reports for HR and key stakeholders to use in making business decisions
Create efficient ways to gather data and create repeatable reporting uniquely
tailored to specific departments and business units based on information they
deem valuable and relevant to their business needs
Establishes a statistical baseline for call volume forecasts for SBS enterprise
Establishes a statistical baseline for multi-channel (calls, email & chat) and
back office forecasts for SBS enterprise
Analyze multi-routing result of call volumes, call patterns, call trends and staff
productivity for assigned call centers

Example of Analyst, Analytics Job Description
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With guidance and preparation, capable of providing insights and summaries
to internal and external clients in a clear and concise manner, Can be able to
clearly and articulately answer questions with some guidance
Ability to take direction/guidance and effectively work closely with diverse
teams and individuals
Demonstrates value to the client on programs/projects – builds rapport
Undergraduate Degree in Advertising, Communications, Marketing, Business
Analytics, Statistics, Mathematics or Economics is required
Minumum 1 – 3 years of experience in either/or Marketing (CRM/Direct
Marketing, Digital Media, Website, Social Media, Search Engine
Optimization), Advertising, Automotive, Financial, Market Research,
Pharmaceuticals
Bachelor’s or Master’s degree in a quantitative discipline (mathematics,
economics, statistics, applied psychology, research methods or related
subject) is preferred, but not required


